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New training 1: UK NARIC
Specialised Fraud
Workshop - October 2
In response to the growing problem of education fraud
and fake certificates and documents, UK NARIC has
developed a new, specialised one-day training
workshop focusing on best practice in the field of
fraud detection.
The first Specialised Fraud Workshop will be on 2
October in Cheltenham. You can book now,
online. This is a concentrated day of training giving
deeper understanding and useful practical techniques
when checking and evaluating documents received
READ MORE

UKNARIC19 conference
filling up fast: make sure
you secure your place
Over 25% of delegate places are already booked for
the UKNARIC19 annual conference, so book now to
secure your place for you and your colleagues. Make
sure you take advantage of free places that come as
part of your membership.
UKNARIC19 is at the QEII Centre in Westminster,
London, on 4 and 5 November. If you need a hotel,
then visit our conference accommodation pages for
special deals.

New training 2: our newly
developed on-site
Induction Programme
UK NARIC is launching a newly developed
training programme for member institutions, aimed at
new starters in university and college admissions. The
training is delivered on-site, at your premises, to
minimise expense and downtime. The style is handson, practical, and supportive.
The UK NARIC Induction Programme is designed to
facilitate team development for those who are new to
the admissions environment. We aim to instil
confidence in assessing READ MORE

UK NARIC review leads to
changes in Hong Kong
Qualifications Framework
The use of Qualifications Framework (QF) credits at
higher education level has been reviewed for the
Hong Kong Qualifications Framework.
UK NARIC undertook this review on behalf of the
Education Bureau and QF Secretariat of Hong Kong,
from March 2017 to 2018, to enhance the

The UKNARIC19 overarching theme is: 'Vision.
Values. Impact.' We can now announce our 3 subthemes - our programme of over 40 varied specialist
workshops will align with these. You can use these
themes to help you tailor your personalised workshop
programme READ MORE

Get involved in the New
Europass platform
scheduled to launch 2020
The new online Europass platform, a development of
the established Europass CV and portfolio-building
tool, is scheduled for launch in 2020. Phase 1 will
launch in February 2020 and Phase 2 by the end of
2020. It is possible to get involved in the development
process, which includes the establishment of digital
credentials.
The New Europass goes beyond the current foliobuilder. It is a set of web-based tools and information
to support individuals READ MORE

transparency of learning programmes recognised
under the framework. READ MORE

Presentation supports
sector dialogue at BUILA
Conference in Belfast
UK NARIC presented at the British Universities'
International Liaison Association (BUILA) Directors
Forum and Annual Conference in Belfast on 3 and 4
July.
At the Forum, Chris Lyons, Head of Research and
Data Group at UK NARIC, talked about UK NARIC's
engagement with the sector. READ MORE

Supporting teacher training
providers through NASBTT
The National Association of School-Based Teacher
Trainers (NASBTT), invited UK NARIC to attend their
inaugural annual awards evening in London on 11
July.
Working with organisations such as NASBTT has
enabled UK NARIC to provide support for aspiring
teachers and initial teacher training providers. UK
NARIC advice and resources helps to ensure that
teaching and early years READ MORE

Half-day specialist training
workshops: Cheltenham, London
A range of our popular half-day training workshops are coming up
in Cheltenham and London. Membership-inclusive complimentary
training places can be used for these READ MORE

Quarterly statistics series:
April to June 2019
UK NARIC presents the 17th edition of our quarterly statistics series,
covering April to June 2019. This shows movements in numbers of
completed UK NARIC individual enquiries, by country. READ MORE
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